3 SRA CPD Hours

Asian Data Privacy Laws
MORNING WORKSHOP
5 October 2018, Linklaters, London
sPrivacy laws in China, Japan, Korea and India
sSignificant developments expected across other
Asian jurisdictions, such as Thailand and Indonesia
sQuestions companies are asking; helping you

plan where to allocate company resources

Find more information on this event at

www.privacylaws.com/events
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09.00 Registration

5 October 2018, Linklaters, London
12.00 India
sDevelopments in data protection law
Professor Graham Greenleaf

09.30 Asia Overview
sRegional developments and
what we are seeing in the market
Professor Graham Greenleaf and Adrian Fisher

sHow the market is responding
Adrian Fisher

10.15 China

India’s government has claimed that it is ready for
an EU adequacy application. But do the facts support
this position? The SriKrishna Committee has proposed a
law which, if enacted, might allow India to make a
plausible claim, but has many potential deficiencies.

sThe Cybersecurity Law
Adrian Fisher
sThe development of data protection law
Professor Graham Greenleaf

12.45 Wrap-up
sSummary and the major developments expected
across Asian jurisdictions in the next 12 months
Professor Graham Greenleaf and Adrian Fisher

11.00 Tea/coffee Break
11.15 Japan and Korea
sThe status of adequacy findings.
sThe factors which will favour and work against
current and future adequacy applications from the
leaders, Japan and South Korea, and potential
new applicants, such as Taiwan
Professor Graham Greenleaf
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13.00 Close

Register at: info@privacylaws.com
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Sponsor:

Professor Graham Greenleaf, Asia-Pacific Editor, PL&B International Report
has worked closely with Privacy Laws & Business since attending PL&B’s 3rd
Annual International Conference in 1991 and has unrivalled in-depth knowledge
of privacy bills and the working of privacy laws in the region.

Adrian Fisher, Head of Privacy Practice, Linklaters, Singapore is a senior
technology and data privacy lawyer. He leads Linklaters’ data privacy practice in
Asia working closely with clients throughout the region across a range of
industries on the implications of the emerging data privacy landscape.

Since 2006 he has provided consultancy advice to the European Commission on data
privacy laws in 12 countries in the Asia-Pacific region and since 2011 researched the
global survey of privacy laws published in the PL&B International Report.

His team support clients on the legal and regulatory issues that arise in moving
operations and business functions from traditional environments to online or
digital environments.

Other Forthcoming Data Protection Events
The Future For Collective
Action Under The GDPR

ONE DAY ROUNDTABLE

AFTERNOON WORKSHOP

28 November 2018, HSBC, London

23 October 2018, Brussels, Belgium

Helen Moores, Senior Policy Officer at the Information
Commissioner’s Office, will explain the ICO’s new policies:

The aim is to raise awareness of upcoming challenges
flowing from the GDPR’s Art. 80 on individuals’ right of
redress via collective (class) action.
sMapping European experience of collective
action for data protection rights

GDPR Help!

sCertification is a new area for European data
protection law with many issues to resolve
sCodes of conduct can enable sectors to act together,
to address common issues hard to solve in isolation

sQuantifying harm and compensation

Privacy Laws & Business
32nd Annual International Conference
1-3 July 2019, St John’s College, Cambridge, UK

www.privacylaws.com/annualconference
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